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Abstract It is well recognized that security is vital
for reliable operation of vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANETs). Location privacy is one of the main security challenges in VANETs, which is concerned with
preventing an attacker from tracking a specific vehicle.
In this paper, we propose a novel location privacy
preservation scheme for VANETs using random encryption periods (REP). REP is based on a privacy
preserving group communication protocol, which has
a conditional full statelessness property. In addition,
REP ensures that the requirements to track a vehicle
are always violated. By conducting detailed analysis
and simulation, REP is demonstrated to be reliable,
efficient, and scalable.
Keywords VANETs · security · location privacy
1 Introduction
Recently vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) have
become a hot spot as a promising technology for increasing the efficiency and the safety levels of the
transportation systems. VANETs consist of network
entities, mainly including vehicles and road-side infrastructure units (RSUs). Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V)
and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications
are two basic vehicular communication modes, which
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respectively allow vehicles to communicate with each
other or with the roadside infrastructure.
Due to the open essence of wireless communications
and the high-speed mobility of large number of vehicles
in spontaneous vehicular communications, message
authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation, as well
as privacy preservation are identified as the primary
security requirements. Privacy is mainly related to protecting the real identity and location information of
the drivers. Any external eavesdropper should be kept
from neither recognizing the real identity of the driver
nor tracking a specific vehicle [1–7].
One possible solution to protect the real identity
of the drivers is to provide each vehicle with a set of
anonymous digital certificates. Each vehicle periodically changes its anonymous certificate to mislead attackers. However, those anonymous certificates cannot
guarantee location privacy for VANETs.
According to the Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) specifications [8], each vehicle periodically broadcasts a message every 300 ms. Those
messages are not intended to a specific vehicle, but
multicasted to neighboring vehicles on the road. Unfortunately, the multicasted messages contain critical information such as location, speed, and direction of
the transmitting vehicle. An adversary can manipulate
this information to track a vehicle even if anonymous
certificates are employed. For example, an eavesdropper can use the current location of a targeted vehicle
and its current speed to calculate the expected time
for receiving another message from the same vehicle
at another location on the road. Even if the targeted
vehicle changed its anonymous certificate, the eavesdropper may still able to track it. One possible solution
to achieve location privacy for VANETs is to prevent
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attackers from gaining any useful information from the
multicasted messages. Group communication is one of
the promising approaches to achieve such goal [6, 9].
However, the most challenging issue in any group communications protocol for vehicular networks is how to
update the group key in a secure and reliable way.
Most of the existing works of group key update
for ad hoc networks [10–14] take neither the mobility
nor the privacy of nodes into account. The group key
update works in [15, 16] are the only ones that consider
the mobility of nodes. However, how to preserve the
privacy of drivers is overlooked in the existing works.
In this paper, we propose a novel location privacy
scheme for VANETs based on random encryption periods (REP) and privacy preserving group communications protocol. The proposed location privacy scheme
relies on a probabilistic key distribution approach and
a security threshold scheme. Moreover, it provides an
efficient and scalable group communications while having conditional full statelessness property. Given that
the number of the revoked nodes does not exceed a
certain number, each vehicle can calculate the new
group key and update its revoked keys even if it misses
some previous group rekeying processes. By combining
the proposed group communication protocol and random encryption periods, we achieve a salient location
privacy for VANETs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, the related work is discussed. Section 3
presents some preliminaries. The proposed REP is
introduced in Section 4. REP performance is analyzed
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related work
There are several proposals in the literature addressing
the problems of location privacy and group communication in VANETs. Sampigethaya et al. [6] combine
random silent periods and group communications to
achieve location privacy in VANETs excluding safetyrelated applications. Each group of neighboring vehicles forms a communication group, where the group
leader acts as a proxy to all the group members.
Combined group communications and random silent
periods help in reducing the number of messages broadcasted by the vehicles, hence, reducing the probability
of being tracked. During the formation of a new group,
there is a need to contact with a central registration
authority. Hence, the proposed technique requires an
online registration authority. Such requirement may
not be feasible in a large scale network like VANET.
In addition, when a vehicle updates its pseudonym,
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it has to leave the group and send a request to the
group leader to rejoin the group. This may cause a large
number of joining requests.
Freudiger et al. [9] use Cryptographic MIX-zones
(CMIXes) at selected road intersections to provide
location privacy. In CMIXes, an RSU at an intersection
securely provides a symmetric key to any approaching
vehicle to establish what is called mix zone. All the data
exchanged in a mix zone are encrypted by that symmetric key. In addition, all the vehicles in the mix zone
are forced to change their anonymous certificates. As a
result of the forced certificate change and the random
direction change of each vehicle at road intersections,
an attacker on the roadside cannot link a certificate to
a particular vehicle, hence, providing location privacy.
The accumulation of CMIXes throughout the vehicular network forms what is called mix-network, which
maximizes the degree of the location privacy.
Wasef et al. [17] propose an Efficient Certificate
Management Scheme for Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(ECMV) based on a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
In ECMV, each node has a short-lifetime certificate,
which can be updated from any RSU. The scheme depends on frequent update of the certificates to provide
privacy-preserving authentication.
Kaya et al. [10] adopt the Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) to establish group communications. In this protocol, each node possesses a unique certificate, which is
used for authentication. The GPS location information
of nodes is used to connect new nodes to the physically
closest node. In this way, the communication cost is
reduced by localizing the group operation. The main
drawback of this protocol is the increased computation
cost because at each hop the received message has to
be decrypted and re-encrypted before being forwarded
to the next hop. In [11], Chiang et al. establish group
key protocol by exploiting the Group Diffie-Hellman
(GDH) protocol [12] and flooding the network with the
GPS location information of each node to construct a
multicast tree. The main disadvantage of the protocol
is the high cost of the GPS information dissemination
and the GDH calculations.
The probabilistic approach is a promising technique
for the key management in ad hoc networks [13, 14].
Zhu et al. [15] use the probabilistic approach to establish a pairwise key between the network nodes.
Later, they introduce the GKMPAN protocol [16],
which is considered the most complete work in the
context of key management for ad hoc networks.
The GKMPAN adopts a probabilistic key distribution
approach, which is based on pre-deployed symmetric
keys. The GKMPAN is efficient and scalable for wireless mobile networks because it takes node mobility
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into consideration. In addition, GKMPAN is dependent neither on the topology of the network nor the
node location. GKMPAN has a partial statelessness
property, where a node that missed certain number of
group rekeying processes can compute the new group
key. However, it cannot update the revoked keys corresponding to previously missed rekeying processes. As
the number of the non-updated revoked keys increases,
it may be necessary for the node to contact the Key
Distribution Center (KDC) to reload a new set of keys.
Although the GKMPAN protocol has many attractive features, it does not consider privacy preservation
of nodes. At some point during the group rekeying
process, it may be necessary for a node to transmit its
ID clearly. In this way, an attacker can easily track a
specific node, which is considered a serious violation of
the privacy of the drivers.
In this paper, based on a novel group communication
protocol, we propose REP. The proposed group communication protocol adopts a probabilistic key distribution. Also, it preserves the privacy of drivers during
the group key update, and it provides conditional full
statelessness property, which enables each vehicle to
calculate the new group key and update its revoked
keys even if it misses some previous group rekeying
processes, provided that the number of the revoked
nodes in the missed rekeying processes does not exceed
a certain number. Finally, it is combined with random
encryption periods to provide robust location privacy
preservation.

3 Preliminaries
3.1 System model
As shown in Fig. 1, the system model under consideration consists of the following.
–

–

–

A Trusted Authority (TA), which is responsible for
providing anonymous certificates, and distributing
symmetric keys to all vehicles in the network;
Roadside Units (RSUs), which are fixed units distributed all over the network. The RSUs can communicate securely with the TA;
On-Board Units (OBUs), which can communicate
either with other OBUs through V2V communications or with RSUs through V2I communications.

It should be noted that the system model under
consideration is mainly a PKI system, where each OBU
has a set of short-lifetime certificates used to secure
its communication with other entities in the network.
Also, each OBU is pre-loaded with a set of symmetric

Trusted Authority (TA)

On-Board units
(OBUs)

Roadside
Units
(RSUs)
vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I)
communication

vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V)
communication

Fig. 1 The system model

keys. Those symmetric keys are necessary for the proposed group communications protocol. Finally, we consider that a revoked OBU is instantly detected by
the TA.
3.2 Threat model
We consider an external passive global observer, which
can overhear and correlate any message broadcasted
in clear in the network. The anonymity set is defined
as the set of all possible OBUs which simultaneously
change their anonymous certificate between two observation points controlled by an attacker [18]. Consider an OBU moving between two observation points
controlled by the global observer as shown in Fig. 2
[1]. The observer can track an OBU if two anonymous
certificates can be correctly correlated. This correlation
can be achieved by capturing at least one message
at each observation point from the OBU, while it is
moving with the same speed and in the same lane for
some distance between observation points controlled
by the observer. For example, a message is captured at
the first observation point from an OBU moving with
speed v, in lane L, and using anonymous certificate
cert1. Given the speed of the OBU and the distance
between the two observation points, the observer can
expect the time to receive a message from that OBU
at the second observation point, say after time t. If a

observation point

distance
Fig. 2 The threat model

observation point
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message is captured at the second observation point
after time t from an OBU moving with the same speed
v, in lane L, and using anonymous certificate cert2, the
observer can conclude that cert1 and cert2 belong to the
same OBU. Also, if the OBU under attack is the only
OBU, which changes its certificate in the area between
the two observation points, i.e., it has anonymity set
size equals one, the observer can track that OBU even
if it changes its speed or lane. It can be seen from
the threat model that location privacy can be achieved
only if the anonymity set size is greater than one and
the OBUs, which changed their certificates, change
their speeds and/or their lane locations. In addition, it
can be seen that periodically changing the anonymous
certificate of each OBU in PKI security architectures
is insufficient to provide location privacy for VANETs.
Consequently, PKI architectures should be combined
with other methods to achieve robust location privacy.
In this paper, we use symmetric keys to provide location
privacy for VANETs with PKI architecture.

4 The proposed scheme
We consider a PKI system combined with a probabilistic symmetric key distribution. Each OBU has a set
of anonymous certificates used to achieve authentication, non-repudiation, and liability. According to the
previous threat model, although each OBU periodically
changes its anonymous certificate to protect its privacy,
it still can be tracked by a global observer. To overcome
this tracking attack, each OBU is loaded with a set of
symmetric keys used to provide a shared secret key
between all legitimate OBUs. When an OBU needs to
change its certificate, it uses the shared secret key to
surround itself by an encrypted zone with the aid of its
neighboring OBUs. Throughout the rest of the paper
the notion id is used to denote a symmetric key identity,
and the notion ID is used to denote an OBU identity.
4.1 System initialization
The TA issues a set of anonymous certificates for each
OBU. Each anonymous certificate contains a pseudo
ID (PID). For each OBU, its PID is a function in its real
ID. Only the TA can relate PID to the real ID of an
OBU. Each OBU periodically changes its anonymous
certificate to reduce the probability of being tracked.
Moreover, each OBU can update its certificate either
from the TA or from any RSU as in [17].
The TA also has a symmetric key pool P, which
consists of l keys. Each OBU in the network randomly
picks from the key pool a set of keys R, consisting of
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m distinct keys. In addition, an initial group key kg
is loaded in each OBU. Moreover, the TA authenticates the revocation messages, broadcasted to revoke
an OBU, using digital signature. For the sake of intermediate key regeneration (to be discussed later), we
use (t, n) threshold scheme [19, 20], where n is the total
number of participants, and t is the minimum number of
participants that can collude to reveal the shared secret.
The TA chooses a large prime PTA , and a polynomial
of degree t − 1 as follows:


fthresh (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + · · · + at−1 xt−1 mod PTA
(1)
where (a0 , a1 , a2 , · · · , at−1 ) ∈ Z∗PTA , and Z∗PTA is a finite
multiplicative group with its elements relatively prime
to PTA .
The TA also selects a set of deterministic functions
(g1 , g2 , · · · , gt−1 ), which are used to generate the coefficients (a0 , a1 , a2 , · · · , at−1 ). Finally, each OBU is loaded
with PTA and the set (g1 , g2 , · · · , gt−1 ).
By the end of the system initialization phase, each
OBU should have the following:
–
–
–
–
–

A set of anonymous certificates;
A set of m symmetric keys;
An initial group key kg ;
A set of deterministic functions (g1 , g2 , · · · , gt−1 );
The numbers PTA and t.

It should be noted that the TA records a database of
the symmetric key set loaded in each OBU. Also, each
symmetric key has a unique id. All the OBUs are not
allowed to reveal the real values of the symmetric keys
loaded in them, however, they can reveal only some
keys ids at a time. In addition, it should be noted that
the group key kg is not used to permanently encrypt
the communications between OBUs, but it is used to
encrypt the communications between a group of neighboring OBUs for random periods as it will be discussed
in the next section.
4.2 Random encryption periods
From the threat model previously discussed, location
privacy can be achieved only if the anonymity set size
of the OBUs changing their certificates is greater than
one, and those OBUs change their speeds and/or their
lane locations. The main idea of the proposed random
encryption periods is to provide location privacy for
an OBU changing its certificate by ensuring that the
aforementioned conditions are met. Random encryption period is triggered when an OBU needs to change
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its certificate. The random encryption period uses the
secret group key kg , shared between all the OBUs,
to create an encryption zone around the OBU which
needs to change its certificate as follows:
–

–

–

–

–

Any OBUi , before changing its certificate, sends
a message msg = {requestREP ||PIDi ||TREP } to its
neighbors moving in the same direction to announce itself as the random encryption period coordinator, where requestREP is a request to start
a random encryption period in the transmission
range of OBUi , PIDi is the pseudo ID of OBUi , and
TREP is a random time specifying the encryption
duration;
All the OBUs receiving msg start encrypting their
broadcasted messages using the group key kg . We
term the OBUs encrypting their messages as the
encryption group;
After encryption starts, OBUi starts monitoring all
the OBUs in the encryption group. Also, it changes
its certificate;
Any OBU in the encryption group checks the remaining validity period of its current certificate. If
the remaining validity period is less than TREP , it
changes its certificate immediately;
OBUi monitors the encryption group for the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

more than one OBU in the encryption group
change their certificates;
the OBUs which changed their certificates
change their speeds;
the OBUs which changed their certificates
change their lanes or directions;

4.3 Revocation
The revocation is triggered by the TA when there is an
OBUu to be revoked. The certificates of OBUu must
be revoked. In addition, the symmetric key set Ru of
OBUu and the current group key kg are considered revoked. Hence, each non-revoked OBU should securely
update its symmetric key set. Also, a new group key
should be distributed to all the non-revoked OBUs.
In other words, a group rekeying should be securely
performed.
4.3.1 Group rekeying
Assume an OBUv needs to update its symmetric key
set Rv and gets the new group key. The proposed group
rekeying is based on [16], and described as follows:
–

–

If the first condition and either the second or the
third condition is met by the end of TREP , OBUi
terminates the encryption period by broadcasting
a message informing the encryption group to stop
encrypting their messages. It should be noted that
the required anonymity set size can be increased in
the first condition to increase the location privacy
level;
If the conditions to terminate the encryption period
are not met before TREP , OBUi broadcasts another
msg requesting to extend the encryption period.

–

It should be noted that any legitimate OBU outside
the encryption group can decrypt the received messages since it has kg . Also, it can be seen that random
encryption period prevents the global observer from
overhearing messages in the areas where a certificate
update takes place, hence, decreasing the probability of
tracking an OBU.

–

–

–

–

The TA searches its database to determine the
id (M) of the non-revoked symmetric key that is
shared by the majority of the non-revoked OBUs.
After that, it generates an intermediate key kim =
fk M (kg ) and a new group key kg = fkim (0), where
fk is a family of pseudo-random functions. Finally,
it broadcasts a revocation message containing the
certificate of OBUu to be revoked, M, the ids of
the symmetric keys loaded in OBUu , and fkg (0).
This message is digitally signed by the private key of
the TA;
After receiving the revocation message, each OBU
verifies the received message, and if it has k M ,
the OBU computes the intermediate key kim
independently;
If any OBUv does not have the key k M , it randomly
selects r keys from its symmetric key set Rv , and
broadcasts the ids of the selected keys to the neighboring OBUs. Moreover, it starts a timer T1;
Each OBU of the neighbors of OBUv searches its
key set to find a shared key with OBUv . If any OBU
of the neighboring OBUs finds a shared key, it uses
this shared key to encrypt the intermediate key kim ,
and it sends the encrypted kim to OBUv ;
If the timer T1 is timed out without receiving the
required data, OBUv selects a different r keys from
its key set Rv , and it retries again;
If OBUv receives the data necessary to update its
keys, it computes the new group key kg = fkim (0).
In addition, it verifies the calculated group key kg
by checking if fkg (0) equal to that in the received
revocation message or no. The revoked OBUu cannot compute kg since it does not have k M . Also, it
cannot receive kim from others since the revocation
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–

message contains the ID of OBUu , which stops
others from forwarding kim to it;
After generating the new group key, each OBU
performs an update process to all the keys in its
symmetric key set. For example, OBUv updates
every key ki in its key set as
ki = fki (0)

–

–
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∀ ki ∈ Rv

(2)

If an OBU has a revoked key, i.e., ki ∈ Ru , an
additional update process must be performed as
follows: ki = fkim (ki );
After updating its symmetric key set, each OBU
sets a0 = kim in Eq. 1, and uses kim as the input to
the set of deterministic functions (g1 , g2 , · · · , gt−1 )
to obtain (a1 , a2 , · · · , at−1 ), respectively. In addition, each OBU generates a random number rnd ∈
Z∗pTA , and it calculates fthresh (rnd) as in Eq. 1. The
shadow generation process is shown in Fig. 3. After
that, it saves the shadow (rnd, fthresh (rnd)) and the
timestamp corresponding to the start of the rekeying process. Finally, it erases kim , (a1 , a2 , · · · at−1 ),
and the original ki ’s.

Each OBU counts the number of the revoked OBUs
since its shadow is generated. If the number of revoked
OBUs equals t − 1, all the OBUs must erase the corresponding shadow to prevent the revoked OBUs from
colluding and regenerating the corresponding intermediate key.
It is clear that OBUv , which does not have k M ,
cannot be tracked since at each try to get kim , it only

sends a different collection of r keys identities to the
neighboring OBUs. In addition, OBUv does not send
any ID or certificate during its trials to get kim . Consequently, the proposed group communication protocol
preserves the privacy of the OBUs.
The intermediate key is sent over channels secured by non-revoked keys. Consequently, the revoked
OBUu cannot get kim since the ids of the symmetric
keys loaded in the revoked OBUu are sent in the
revocation message. It should be noted that after each
OBU updates its symmetric key set, the value of each
symmetric key is changed, however, the ids of all the
symmetric keys do not change. Consequently, the TA
can still know the symmetric keys loaded in each OBU.
By the end of the group rekeying process, all the nonrevoked OBUs should update their group key from kg
to kg , and their symmetric key sets. Also, each nonrevoked OBU should store a shadow (rnd, fthresh (rnd)).

4.4 Intermediate key regeneration
If any OBU y misses a rekeying process, it has to regenerate the corresponding intermediate key to get
the new group key and to update its revoked keys as
follows:
–

–

Generate a random
number rnd

a0

Kim

g1(Kim)

a1

g2(Kim)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
gt-1(Kim)

a2
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
at-1

(n,t)
threshold
scheme
fthreshold(x)

fthreshold(rnd)
Each OBU stores
(rnd, fthreshold(rnd))

{g1, g2,............., gt-1} are a set of deterministic functions

Fig. 3 The shadow generation process

–
–

OBU y selects r keys from its symmetric key set,
and it broadcasts an intermediate key request, the
selected keys ids, and the timestamp corresponding
to the last successfully performed rekeying process;
Any OBU receiving that message verifies that the
ids of those r keys are not revoked. In addition, it compares the request timestamp with the
timestamps corresponding to each rekeying process
to determine the specific shadows to be sent. After
that, it encrypts those shadows with the current
group key kg and broadcasts them. It should be
noted that the requesting OBU y does not have kg ,
therefore, it cannot decrypt those shadows;
Any OBU receiving shadows from other OBUs
starts its own timer T2;
Any OBU receiving different t − 1 shadows can
now, using the received shadows and its own
shadow, regenerate the corresponding intermediate keys and transmit them to OBU y over channels
secured by one of the shared keys between itself
and OBU y . It should be noted that OBU y can
update its non-revoked keys, since it does need
any intermediate keys as indicated in Eq. 2. Consequently, there is still a considerable probability of
sharing some keys with the neighboring OBUs;
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After receiving all the missed intermediate keys
and updating its revoked keys, OBU y broadcasts
a confirmation message encrypted with the new
group key kg ;
Upon receiving the confirmation message, each
OBU must erase the received shadows and the
regenerated intermediate keys;
If any OBU, which received shadows from other
OBUs, does not receive a confirmation message,
it waits until the timer T2 is timed out, and it
erases all the received shadows and the regenerated
intermediate keys.

In this way, any legitimate OBU can recover any
missing intermediate keys and update its revoked symmetric keys, provided that the number of the revoked
OBUs does not exceed t − 1 from the beginning of the
rekeying process in which the intermediate key was
used. Consequently, the proposed group communications has a conditional full statelessness property. In
other words, the OBUs should never go to the TA
to update their symmetric key sets provided that the
number of revoked OBUs does not exceed t − 1 for any
rekeying process.

5.1 Symmetric key sharing probability
In this section, we calculate the probability of directly
sharing a symmetric key between an OBU and its
neighboring OBUs. First, Pl and Pn can be calculated
as follows:

Pl =

⎧ m−n
⎪
⎨ r ∀ 0 ≤ r ≤ m − n
m
⎪
⎩

(3)

r

∀m−n<r ≤m

0

 l  m l−m 
·
Pn = m  n2 m−n
l
m

m l−m 
=

n

m−n

∀ n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , m

l

(4)

m

then, we can get Pr as follows:

Pr = 1 −

m

(Pl · Pn )
n=0

5 Performance analysis
The notations used throughout the rest of this section
are given in Table 1.

= 1−

m−r

n=0

m−n m l−m 
mr  ·
r

n

m−n

l

∀ r = 1, 2, · · · , m

m

(5)

Table 1 Notations
Symbol

Notation

r
l
m
Pr
N
PrN
Pl

The number of randomly selected keys out of vehicle key set
The key pool size of the TA
The key set size stored in each vehicle
The probability that at least one key out of r is directly shared between any pair of nodes
The number of the neighboring OBUs of an OBU
The probability that at least one key out of r is directly shared between an OBU and one of its neighboring OBUs
The probability that the selected r keys are not shared between any pair of nodes given that n keys are shared
between them
The probability that n keys are shared between any pair of nodes
The probability that at least one key out of r is directly shared between any pair of nodes when w keys revoked
simultaneously
The probability that at least one key out of r is directly shared between an OBU and one of its neighboring OBUs
when w keys revoked simultaneously
The probability that the selected r keys are not shared between any pair of nodes given that n keys are shared
between them when there are w keys revoked simultaneously
The probability that n key are shared between any pair of nodes when there are w keys revoked simultaneously
The number of safe keys in a OBU
The probability that Ns equals k

Pn
Pr (w)
PrN (w)
Pl (w)
Pn (w)
Ns
Ps (k)
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Finally, the probability of sharing at least one key
with one of the N neighboring OBUs is
N

n=0

= 1−

m−r


m−n m l−m 

n=0

mr 
r

·

n

N

m−n
l
m

∀ r = 1, 2, · · · , m
(6)

Figure 4 shows the key sharing probability PrN vs.
the number of randomly selected keys r. It can be seen
that PrN increases with r, m and N. However, increasing r increases the probability of selecting the same
r keys twice, thus, increasing the tracking probability.
Also, increasing m increases the vulnerability of the
system because the more keys a single OBU has, the
more information the attacker can get by compromising
a single OBU. Also, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that
PrN increases as l decreases. Yet, decreasing l lowers
the security level of the system because an attacker gets
more information about the key pool l if a few numbers
of OBUs are revoked.
From the aforementioned discussion, a tradeoff between the values of l, m, r, and the desired security level
should be made to achieve the desired value of PrN .
Figure 5 shows the key sharing probability PrN vs.
the number of neighboring OBUs (N). For the cases
where m = 100 keys, it can be seen that for N = 30
OBUs, we achieve PrN higher than 95%, which demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed group communication protocol. According to DSRC, the transmission
range of an OBU is around 1 km [8]. If we consider

The key sharing probability (PrN)

PrN

m

= 1−
(Pl · Pn )

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
l=10000, m=100, r=10
0.5

l=10000, m=50, r=10
l=10000, m=100, r=20

0.4

l=5000, m=100, r=10

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

10

We analyze the effect of simultaneously revoking w
symmetric keys on the key sharing probability between
an OBU and its neighboring OBUs. Pl (w) and Pn (w)
can be calculated as follows:
⎧ m−n
⎪
⎨ r ∀ 0 ≤ r ≤ m − n
m
(7)
Pl (w) = Pl =
r
⎪
⎩
0
∀m−n<r ≤m

rN

The key sharing probability (P )

=

m


m

k=n

Pn (w/Ns = k) · Ps (k)
k l−k  l−w w 
· k m−k
n m−n
 l 2
m

∀ n = 0, 1, · · · , m, ∀ w = m, m + 1, · · · , l − m

0.6
l=10000, m=100, N=10
0.5

(8)

l=10000, m=50, N=10

then, we get Pr (w):

l=10000, m=100, N=30
0.4

l=5000, m=100, N=10

0.3

Pr (w) = 1 −

0.2

m

(Pl (w) · Pn (w))
n=0

0.1
0

50

5.2 Impact of the number of revoked keys

0.9

0.7

40

the OBUs moving in both directions, the availability of
30 OBUs within the transmission range of an OBU is
feasible.

k=n

0.8

30

Fig. 5 The impact of changing N on the key sharing probability
(PrN )

Pn (w) =

1

20
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= 1−
0
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30

40

50

The number of randomly selected keys (r)

Fig. 4 The impact of changing r on the key sharing probability
(PrN )

m−r 
m

n=0 k=n

m−n k l−k  l−w w 
· n m−n · k m−k
r
m  l 2
· m
r

∀ w = m, m + 1, · · · , l − m, ∀ r = 1, 2, · · · , m
(9)
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Finally, PrN (w) can be calculated as follows:
m

PrN (w) = 1−
(Pl (w) · Pn (w))

N

n=0

⎛
m−n k l−k  l−w w  ⎞ N
m−r 
m

· n m−n · k m−k
r
⎠
= 1− ⎝
 m  l  2
·
n=0 k=n
r
m
∀ w = m, m + 1, · · ·, l − m, ∀ r = 1, 2, · · ·, m
(10)
Figure 6 shows the key sharing probability PrN (w)
vs. the number of simultaneously revoked keys (w). It
can be seen that PrN (w) decreases as w increases. In
addition, if l, m, and r are properly selected, the proposed group communication protocol can still perform
well even if a relatively large number of keys, compared
to the key pool size l, is simultaneously revoked. Consequently, the proposed group communication protocol
is robust and reliable.
5.3 Intermediate key regeneration delay
In vehicular networks, the longest transmission delay
(Tdelay ) equals 6.47 ms [21]. Let Tintermediate denote
the duration between an OBU sending a request to
regenerate an intermediate key and the reception of the
regenerated intermediate key. Also, let Tthreshold denote
the time required to regenerate the intermediate key
from t shadows. We implement the threshold scheme
in Eq. 1 using Matlab. Based on Fig. 5, the value of t is
selected to be 30 participants, which ensures high key

l=10000, m=100, N=10, r=10
l=10000, m=100, N=10, r=20
l=10000, m=100, N=30, r=10
l=10000, m=50, N=10, r=10
l=5000, m=100, N=10, r=10

rN

The key sharing probability (P (w))

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

The number of simultaneously revoked keys (w)

Fig. 6 The effect of key revocation on the key sharing probability
(PrN (w))

sharing probability. The implementation is executed on
an Intel Centrino Cor2Duo 2.0 GHz machine. Based
on our implementation, we have Tthreshold = 1 ms. For
an OBU to regenerate an intermediate key, it has to
broadcast a request for key regeneration which takes
Tdelay . In addition, we consider the time required for
any OBU sharing in the regeneration process to receive
t shadows equal to 2Tdelay to account for the time
shifts between different transmissions. Furthermore,
the OBU, which regenerates the intermediate key,
needs Tdelay to deliver the regenerated intermediate
key to the requesting OBU. Consequently, we have
Tintermediate = 4Tdelay + Tthreshold = 26.88 ms
5.4 Computations complexity
In this section, we evaluate the computation complexity
imposed by the REP protocol on an OBU, which is
mainly due to the shadows generations and intermediate key regeneration in the group rekeying process.
The computation complexity incurred in the shadows generations is mainly due to the modular exponentiation in Eq. 1. Consequently, the computation
complexity of a shadow generation incurred by an OBU
is O(t log3 (PTA )) bit operations, where log(PTA ) is
the size of each variable in Eq. 1. Since t is constant
in the (t, n) threshold scheme previously discussed, an
algorithm of computation complexity O(t log3 (PTA ))
can run efficiently in polynomial time. In addition, the
shadow generation is done offline, i.e., there is no time
constraint on the shadows generation. Consequently,
the delay due to the shadows generation has no effect
on the performance of the proposed protocol.
The computation complexity of the intermediate key
regeneration is mainly due to reconstructing an intermediate key from t shadows according to the (t, n)
threshold scheme previously discussed. In [19], it is
shown that the computation complexity of reconstructing a secret value from t shadows using Lagrange
polynomial interpolation requires O(t log2 (PTA )) bit
operations. Since t is constant, O(t log2 (PTA )) algorithms can run efficiently in a polynomial time by the
currently available computers. Moreover, since OBUs
in vehicular networks are continuously self-charging
their batteries, they do not suffer from the power limitation which is common to ad hoc networks. From
the aforementioned discussion, it can be seen from
the computational complexity point of view that REP
is feasible since the additional computation complexity imposed by REP can be efficiently computed by
the OBUs.
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5.5 Simulation
In this section, we evaluate the communication cost for
the group rekeying and the achieved anonymity set size
under REP.
5.5.1 Group rekeying communication cost

Table 2 Simulation parameters
Simulation parameter

Highway model

Manhattan model

l
m
r
Road length (km)
Arrival rate (/ms)
OBUs speed(km/h)
Simulation time (min)

10000
100
10
3
0.01
80
4

10000
100
10
3×3
0.05
50
6

Fig. 7 Manhattan road model

mobility models. It can be seen that for the highway
model the average number of trials is almost one.
Also, the average number of trials for the Manhattan
model is higher than that of the highway model as the
Manhattan OBUs density is low compared to that of
the highway model.
5.5.2 Anonymity set size
We use the highway and Manhattan mobility models to
investigate the achieved average anonymity set size using REP. Each OBU has a probability of 10% to change
its certificate every 300 ms. Also, we consider that
the criteria to terminate the encryption period is that
the anonymity set size is greater than one. Figures 10,

l=10000, m=100, r=10
3.5

Average communications cost

We are interested in the group rekeying communication cost, which is defined as the average number of
symmetric keys an OBU has to transmit and receive
during the group rekeying process.
We simulate a highway and Manhattan mobility
models using Matlab. The simulation parameters are
given in Table 2. In each mobility model, OBUs arrive according to a Poisson random process, where
the arriving OBU randomly selects an entry port from
predefined entry ports. When an OBU reaches one of
the output entries, it disappears. The highway model
consists of 6 lanes (3 in each direction). For the Manhattan mobility model shown in Fig. 7, each street consists
of 4 lanes (2 in each direction). At each intersection,
each OBU has a probability of 25% to turn right or
left. In this simulation, we only consider the case that an
OBU, which does not have k M , can get the intermediate
key from another OBU through a single hop.
Figure 8 shows the average communications cost vs.
the number of simultaneously revoked OBUs for the
highway and Manhattan mobility models. It can be
seen from the low average communications costs for
the highway and Manhattan models that the proposed
protocol is feasible and reliable. Also, the average communication cost for the Manhattan model is lower than
the highway model, as in the Manhattan model the
OBUs arrival rate is higher than that of the highway
model. As a result, the total number of OBUs in the
Manhattan simulation area is higher than that of the
highway model, which results in decreasing the average
communication cost for each OBU. Figure 9 shows
the average number of trials the OBUs perform to
get the intermediate key vs. the number of simultaneously revoked OBUs for the highway and Manhattan

3

2.5

REP(transmit),highway
REP(receive),highway
REP(transmit),Manhattan

2

REP(receive),Manhattan
1.5

1

0.5

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The number of simultaneously revoked OBUs

Fig. 8 The average communication cost
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l=10000, m=100, r=10

2.5

Manhattan

1.6

Average trials number

The average anonymity set size

highway

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

2

case1(TREP=300ms)
=400ms)
case2(T
REP
case3(T
=500ms)
REP

1.5

1

0.5

1.1

0
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The number of simultaneously revoked OBUs

Fig. 9 The average number of trials

11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 show the average anonymity set
size, the average REP duration, and the ratio between
the number of anonymity sets of different sizes to the
total number of anonymity sets for the highway and
Manhattan mobility models, respectively. In Figs. 10–
11, we compare the average anonymity set size with
and without REP. Also, we simulate REP for three
cases corresponding to initial TREP values of 300, 400,
and 500 ms, respectively. It can be seen that without using REP (which is the current normal mode of
VANETs), the average anonymity set size is one since
the global observer can capture all the broadcasted
messages. As a result, the location privacy of drivers is
vulnerable to the tracking attack previously discussed.

without REP

with REP(case1) with REP(case2) with REP(case3)

Fig. 11 The average anonymity set size for Manhattan mobility
model

In addition, it can be seen that with using REP, the
average anonymity set size is always greater than two,
which decreases the probability of being tracked by
a global observer. Also, the average anonymity set
size for the highway model is higher than that for the
Manhattan model. The reason can be explained as follows. First, although the arrival rate for the Manhattan
model is higher than that for the highway model,
the arriving OBUs are distributed between 6 streets
(4 lanes each, i.e., 24 lanes) for the Manhattan model,
while the arriving OBUs are distributed between 6
lanes in the highway model. Second, the simulation area
for the Manhattan model is larger than that for the
highway model. From the aforementioned explanation,
the OBUs density in the Manhattan model is lower than
that in the highway model.

case1(T
=300ms)
REP
case2(TREP=400ms)
case3(T
=500ms)
REP

500
450
400

The average REP duration

The average anonymity set size

15

10

5

case1(T
=300ms)
REP
case2(TREP=400ms)
case3(TREP=500ms)

350
300
250
200
150
100
50

0

without REP

with REP(case1) with REP(case2) with REP(case3)

Fig. 10 The average anonymity set size for highway mobility
model

0

with REP(case1)

with REP(case2)

with REP(case3)

Fig. 12 The average REP duration for highway mobility model
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900
anonymity set size >1

REP

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

with REP (case1)

case1(T
=300ms)
REP
case2(TREP=400ms)
=500ms)
case3(T

1

with REP (case2)

with REP (case3)

Fig. 13 The average REP duration for Manhattan mobility
model

number of anonymity sets/ total number of anonymity sets

The average REP duration

800

anonymity set size=1

case1(T
=300ms)
REP
case2(TREP=400ms)
case3(TREP=500ms)

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
without REP

with CMIXes

with REP(case1) with REP(case2) with REP(case3)

Fig. 15 The impact of REP on the anonymity set size for
Manhattan mobility model

It can be seen from Figs. 12–13 that the average REP
duration for the highway model is almost the initial
value of TREP . Also, the average REP duration for the
Manhattan model is higher than that for the highway
model as the OBUs density in the Manhattan model is
less than that for the highway model. Hence, the OBUs
in the Manhattan model needs more than one TREP to
have anonymity set size greater than one.
Figures 14–15 show the ratio between the anonymity
sets of different sizes and the total number of
anonymity sets. For both Manhattan model and highway model, it can be seen that without using REP,
the anonymity sets of size one are 100% of the total

number of anonymity sets/ the total number of anonymity sets

anonymity set size=1
anonymity set size >1

case1(T
=300ms)
REP
case2(TREP=400ms)
case3(T
=500ms)
REP

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

without REP

with REP (case1)

with REP (case2)

with REP (case3)

Fig. 14 The impact of REP on the anonymity set size for highway
mobility model

anonymity sets. In addition, when using REP in the
highway model, the ratio of the anonymity sets of size
greater than one are 100%. For the Manhattan model,
when using REP, 95.35% of the total anonymity sets
achieves set size greater than one, while 4.65% of the
anonymity sets are still having size one by the end of
the simulation time.
Since the work done by Sampigethaya et al. [6] only
considers location privacy for non-safety applications
in vehicular networks, and REP is mainly used for
providing location privacy for safety applications, the
only work that can be compared to REP is the Cryptographic MIX-zones (CMIXes) approach [9]. In addition, the authors of CMIXes demonstrate that CMIXes
can be applied in a city scenario with the help of
RSUs at some selected intersection, however, they do
not explain how CMIXes can be applied in a highway
scenario. Hence, we only consider CMIXes in the Manhattan model. In the conducted simulation for CMIXes,
we consider that there is an RSU with a coverage area
of 300 m [8] at each intersection. In addition, when
an OBUi enters the coverage area of an RSU j at an
intersection, it is forced to change its certificate according to [9]. Moreover, we consider all the OBUs within
the coverage area of RSU j to be in the anonymity
set of OBUi . When OBUi leaves the coverage area
of RSU j, the anonymity set corresponding to OBUi
is terminated, and a new anonymity set is generated
at RSU j for the first OBU enters the coverage area
of RSU j. Figure 15 shows a comparison of the ratio
between the anonymity sets of different sizes and the
total number of anonymity sets in the Manhattan model
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for the case without and with REP, and with CMIXes.
It can be seen that for CMIXes, only 18.18% of the total
anonymity sets achieves set size greater than one, while
81.82% of the anonymity sets are still having size one by
the end of the simulation time, which clearly indicates
that the proposed REP protocol outperforms CMIXes.

6 Conclusion
We have proposed REP which provides location privacy for VANETs using random encryption periods.
For an OBU changing its certificate, REP triggers
encryption zone around the OBU to violate the conditions required to launch a tracking attack, and it
creates an ambiguity to any external observer. Extensive analysis and evaluation of REP have been performed to demonstrate its reliability and security. Our
future work include providing location privacy against
internal malicious OBUs.
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